Thank You For Your Support of Brinkley’s Dream Room Makeover
A Special Deliveries of Hope Edition…Designed By Rooms of Hope & Built By The Family!
A Note From Brinkley’s Mom
Teaching Brinkley to relax and play, to take a break from worrying
about her circumstances and outcomes is something we have been
working on everyday since she was born. She has never not been
in some degree of pain, so giving her distractions and focus away
from her many challenges is absolutely key to her enjoying a
greatly improved quality of life.
Using the tools, furniture, and creative embellishments you
provided, we spent our weekend putting together a Room of Hope
and absolute delight for our daughter! Brinkley held a
screwdriver for the first time and although it was a challenge to
make it go, so persevered. We each had to take breaks throughout
the day for emotional overwhelm, as our journey here was ever
present for us. We talked about how hard it is to be a patient, a
caregiver and a sibling of someone suffering. We chatted about
how grateful we are to be seen as worthy of this gift, and hugged
each other tight and posed for a selfie together to celebrate its
completion!
Good morning Shelley, Niki and “Dream Room” Donors,
We are humbled and honored that you have given Brinkley this
incredible opportunity to celebrate play and fun!
Her life started with and has remained complicated with reaching
medical milestones and setting new scientific precedents. She has
been studied for her rare Chromosome Mutation and has had
surgery to repair many of her main operating systems (that have
placed her life at risk more than a handful of times in her fourteen
years). In short, she’s been a warrior for her own survival since
her very first breath.

Thank you for your generosity and the giving spirit it takes to
recognize and witness someone like Brinkley and honor the path
she walks with fear, hope, gratitude and grace. We will pay your
kindness and compassion forward with the courage it takes to
stand for others and shine a spotlight of empathy in sometimes
very dark, scary places.
Fondly and with our heartfelt thanks,
Brinkley’s Family (The Woodward’s & The Nunes’)
❤️🌟❤️

Welcome To Brinkley’s Dream
“She Cave” Sports & Gaming Room Makeover

Complete With Her Own Stocked Refrigerator…As Requested and
An Awesome Place For Her Puppy To Sleep…As Requested Too!!!

Brinkley Wanted A Cool Way To Display Her Collection Of Pendants!

Brinkley & Spending Time With Family Go Hand-In-Hand
She Loves Her Big Brother Who Helped Assemble The New Dream Room!

Thank You To All Our Employees, Volunteers & Board Members + Wonderful Donors!

Our Rooms of Hope ED & PM
Shelley

Our Rooms of Hope Interior Designer
Great job, Niki!

Our Rooms of Hope Board Members
Brook, Greg, Mike, Nancy, Nathan, Shelley & Stan

Our Rooms of Hope Volunteer
Extraordinaire, Terri
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